# Lewis & Clark College
## Academic Planning Worksheet

**Name:** ____________________________________

**Student ID:** ____________________________

**Major(s):** ____________________________________

**Minor(s):** ____________________________________

**Date Updated:** ____________________________

**ADVISOR NAME** ____________________________________

**SIGNATURE (when required):** ____________________________________

**Date:** ____________________________

---

## Dual-Enrollment Credit TOTAL:

| Year | Term | Credits | | Term | Credits | | Term | Credits | | NOTES |
|------|------|---------| | ------|---------| | ------|---------| |       |
| Year 1: **FALL 20_____** | **CR** | | | **SPRING 20_____** | **CR** | | | **SUMMER 20_____** | **CR** | | | **TOTAL CREDITS:** |
|       |       |         | |       |         | |       |         | |       |
| Term credits: | Term credits: | Term credits: | Total credits for year: |
| Year 2: **FALL 20_____** | **CR** | | | **SPRING 20_____** | **CR** | | | **SUMMER 20_____** | **CR** | | | **TOTAL CREDITS:** |
|       |       |         | |       |         | |       |         | |       |
| Term credits: | Term credits: | Term credits: | Total credits for year: |
| Year 3: **FALL 20_____** | **CR** | | | **SPRING 20_____** | **CR** | | | **SUMMER 20_____** | **CR** | | | **TOTAL CREDITS:** |
|       |       |         | |       |         | |       |         | |       |
| Term credits: | Term credits: | Term credits: | Total credits for year: |
| Year 4: **FALL 20_____** | **CR** | | | **SPRING 20_____** | **CR** | | | **SUMMER 20_____** | **CR** | | | **TOTAL CREDITS:** |
|       |       |         | |       |         | |       |         | |       |
| Term credits: | Term credits: | Term credits: | Total credits for year: |
| **TOTAL CREDITS:** | | | | | | | | | | | | | |
Lewis & Clark College: REQUIREMENTS WORKSHEET

GENERAL EDUCATION for Incoming Fall 2020 students and beyond

☐ WORLD LANGUAGE
  Must complete or demonstrate proficiency through 201 level.
  1. ___________________________ Semester __________________
  2. ___________________________ Semester __________________
  3. ___________________________ Semester __________________

☐ CORE/FIRST YEAR SEMINARS (8 Credits)
  1. CORE 120 (Words): Semester _________
  2. CORE 121 (Numbers): Semester _________

☐ BIBLIOGRAPHIC RESEARCH IN WRITING (4 credits)
  BRW courses can also fulfill requirements for a major/minor and/or another general education requirement.
  1. BRW ___________________________ Semester ________________

☐ GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES (4 credits)
  Can also be fulfilled by completing at least 8 credits on a spring/fall/summer L&C Overseas Program.
  1. ___________________________ Semester __________________

☐ HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES (4 credits)
  1. ___________________________ Semester __________________

☐ CULTURE, POWER, AND IDENTITY (4 credits)
  1. ___________________________ Semester __________________

☐ NATURAL SCIENCES (4 credits)
  Prerequisite: Most courses have quantitative reasoning prerequisites (ALEKS score ≥53, QR 101, AP/IB Equivalent)
  1. ___________________________ Semester __________________

☐ PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND WELL-BEING (2 Courses)
  Only one PE/A 101 course may be taken per semester. Only 4 credits from PE/A courses may be counted towards graduation.
  1. ___________________________ Semester __________________
  2. ___________________________ Semester __________________

☐ CREATIVE ARTS (4 credits)
  Can also be fulfilled by multiple 1- or 2-credit courses.
  1. ___________________________ Semester __________________

Important Notes on Requirements:
  • 128 credits required for graduation.
  • General Education requirements (except PE) MUST be taken for a letter grade and cannot be completed through AP/IB credits
  • Residency requirements: A minimum of 60 credits must be taken at Lewis & Clark. Once a student has reached senior status (93 credits), only 4 credits of transfer coursework may be applied to a degree.

To keep in mind for academic planning:
  Study Abroad
  • Application timeline: one year in advance.
  • Prerequisites?
  • Timing?
  • Compatibility with potential majors?

Notes:

Potential Majors
  List one or two, and their introductory courses, below.
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